
 
 
 

 
 
  
Setting Up a PAIL Data Exchange Partner 
 

Background 
Field operations such as planting, irrigation and harvest are grower business 
processes that increasingly require efficient data exchange, both for coordination 
among the different actors directly involved in each process and for communication 
with information consumers, such as trade partners and regulatory agencies.  

It’s a good idea to set up the data exchange ahead of time: the grower (or the advisor, 
retailer, etc. that controls the data) should provide the farm-field tree, field 
boundaries, and identifiers for resources such as products and equipment to their 
data-exchange partners. That way, those partners can produce and consume 
documents1 that use these data, instead of returning data objects containing 
unknown identifiers that must be mapped to known concepts2. This note shows you 
how to perform the set-up process and what data to include therein. 

Objectives 
After reading this application note, you should be able to: 

• Understand and complete the key steps needed to set up a data exchange partner. 

• Differentiate among reference, setup, and configuration data, to include: 
o Understanding the use for each type of data and why each is critically 

important to the data exchange task. 
o Describing how these varied types of data differ from each other. 
o Recognizing the pros and cons of using by value or by reference (follow the 

QR code on the reverse side for this). 

• Identify the types of grower data supported by PAIL / S632, including grower, 
farm, field, cropzone, field boundary, products, machines, and allocations. 

• Distinguish between persons and their roles within the data exchange task.  

• Determine the data needed to execute data exchange with a partner. 
 

Reference, Setup, and Configuration Data in PAIL 
Reference Data. Information supplied by manufacturers about their equipment, 
products, or components, non-specific to a particular instance. For example, the 
model and series of a center-pivot irrigation machine is Reference Data; the serial 
number is not. The registration number of a crop protection product is Reference 
Data; the lot number on a jug of that product is not. 

Grower-Specific information needed to prepare for data exchange: 

• Setup Data: Data specifying grower, farm, fields, and actors, such as farm names, 
field boundaries, and other identifying details. This includes Persons, and the 
roles they have within a Grower’s operation (PersonRoles). The serial number of 
the previous example is an example of Setup Data.  

• Configuration Data: Data specifying the state of instances of equipment and 
instruments, such as installation location, connections, who installed them, when 
that installation happened, and so forth. 

 

1,2 See “Closely Related Documents” in the page 2 sidebar. 
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In a Nutshell 
Problems:  

Creating data resources (fields, 
products, etc.) in the field creates 
problems when trying to bring work 
records back into farm management 
systems (FMIS): 

• The resources’ identifiers are 
not recognized, and must then 
be mapped to their counter-
parts in the FMIS, and 

• The information about those 
resources (e.g., field area) 
contained in the FMIS is not 
available in the field. 

Solutions: 

• Sending Reference Data— such 
as product names— allows the 
use of unique identifiers for 
each resource, eliminating the 
possibility of selection errors. 

• Sending Setup Data (grower-
specific data like farms, fields, 
equipment, etc.) ahead of time 
makes identifiers instantly 
recognizable. 



 
To learn more about AgGateway, including how to join: 

www.AgGateway.org 
Member.Services@AgGateway.org 

Phone: +1.866.251.8618 

Determining what to include 
Figure 1 below shows, in the form of a simplified UML class diagram, the classes of 
Reference, Setup and Configuration data defined in PAIL / S632, and some of the 
relationships among them.    

 
Figure 1: PAIL Reference, Setup and Configuration Data. Amber shapes show Reference 
Data; green shapes show Setup Data; Purple shapes show Configuration Data; light blue 
shapes show Reference Data used to define meaning of Observations and Measurements. 

 
The table below presents typical data exchange use cases, and the subsets of 
Reference, Setup and Configuration data classes (above) needed to satisfy them. 
 

 

Next steps 
• Follow the QR code on the sidebar for additional resources like the XML schemas, 

examples, and a link to purchase the S632 standard from ASABE. 
o Note: S632 is available free to companies that contributed to developing it –

email us (see sidebar) if you have questions about this or other PAIL issues. 

• Although it’s possible to get work done without the standard, reading it is highly 
recommended to ensure your implementation is consistent with it! 

• AgGateway’s Water Management Working group actively uses PAIL; join us! 
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If you want to do this… … then you need to send your partner 

Specify or record specific volumes or 

depths of water applied to specific fields 

Grower / Farm / Field / Cropzone / 

FieldBoundary specify “where”; Person / 

PersonRole, “who”. 

Explicitly reference the machine/ 

irrigation system being used 

Add IrrSetup / IrrSystem / SystemModel  / 

Manufacturer for Irrigation; OMSetup / Sensor / 

Logger / SensorModel / LoggerModel for O&M. 

Specify fertigation/chemigation in your 

report 

Product; i.e., Reference Data for the product 

(fertilizer, crop protection product) of interest 

Receive sensor data OMSetup / OMCode OMCodeComponent 

and their definitions (to understand what it 

means). 

TIME: Timeframes, setup versions IrrSetup, OMSetup (i.e., ConfigurationData) 

 

Closely Related Documents 

1. Core documents flyer 

https://bit.ly/2ayfV5N 

2. ADAPT Record Linkage 
implementation note 

https://bit.ly/2X31PBP 

3. US National Standard S-632-1 

https://bit.ly/2qjUdc5 

 

For more detail, including XML 
schemas, and examples of how refer-
ence, setup and configuration data 
are encoded in PAIL files, follow this 
QR Code: 
 

 
https://bit.ly/1Sz69kR 

 

Questions? 
To learn more about PAIL, email: 
PAIL.Feedback@aggateway.org  

mailto:PAIL.Feedback@aggateway.org

